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HD8013E

Ceiling type Omnidirectional Microphone

HD8013E omnidirectional microphone is high-performance omnidirectional microphone, which adopts
high-sensitivity omnidirectional condenser microphone with clear and excellent sound quality. With built-in
dedicated digital audio signal processor to reduce noise, it is suitable for remote interrogation, video
conference, interactive teaching etc.

 Adopts high-sensitivity omnidirectional condenser microphone, omnidirectional pickup, clear and
natural sound;

 Built-in dedicated digital audio signal processor to reduce noise while preventing audio signal the
distortion and attenuation;

 Built-in AGC limiting circuit to prevent broken sound and other problems;
 An additional pickup (line in input) can be cascaded to expand the pickup range;
 Support 3-way Line-in input to meet the teaching courseware, wireless microphone, musical instrument

input at the same time;
 Standard analog audio interface (Line In / Line Out), matching interfaces such as IPC/DVR/computer;
 Able to eliminate acoustic echoes generated in intercom to realize the true-full duplex calls;
 One-line digital audio transmission, strong anti-interference ability, solving the cumbersome problem of

construction and wiring, and reducing engineering costs;
 Automatically suppress room noise and improve sound intelligibility;
 With anti-reverberation function, clear and natural sound, not muddy;
 The frequency response range meets the broadband requirements of enhanced voice audio;
 Compact appearance, ceiling installation;
 Built-in lightning strike protection, reverse polarity protection circuit and static protection;
 Complies with RoHS standards, the structure does not contain hazardous substances banned by the

European Union.

Features

Description
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Model HD8013E
Pickup Range 5-100m²
Sensitivity -34dB

Frequency Response 100Hz～24KHz
Directional Characteristic Omnidirectional ( 360° )

Dynamic Range 84dB(1KHz at Max dB SPL)
SNR 68dB

Max. Sound Pressure 110dB
Output Impedance Max. 100Ω unbalance
Output Amplitude 2.5Vpp/89dB SPL(A-weighting@1KHz)

Signal Processing Circuit Noise reduction processing circuit, automatic gain control
circuit, echo cancellation

Protect circuitry 8KV Air contact ESD, lightning strike protection, reverse
polarity protection circuit

Remote echo cancellation Echo delay handling capacity : 256ms, Echo suppression
ratio : >60dB

Ambient Noise Cancellation Automatically suppress room noise and improve sound
intelligibility; Noise reduction capabilities : 0~40 optional

Automatic gain control (AGC) Automatic gain control (automatic gain control) makes the
gain of the amplification circuit automatically adjust with the
signal strength of the automatic control method, that is, to
optimize the sound difference due to the different distance
from the speaker, and has an anti-breaking function; AGC

range: -24dB to -5.5dB
Cascading function An additional pickup (line in input) can be cascaded to expand

the pickup range.The mixing output of the two pickups allow
you to expand the pickup range without affecting fidelity,

remote echo cancellation and other functions.
Line-in Function Support 3-way Line-in input to meet the teaching courseware,

wireless microphone, musical instrument input at the same
time;

Anti-reverberation technology When a wireless microphone, courseware or musical
instrument is input and played through local and remote
speakers, the anti-reverberation function is turned on, and

the sound is clear and natural without muddy.
Recording Backup (All audio sources) With independent audio output for dual-talk recording

backup
Connection Method For detailed wiring diagram, please refer to the description

above
Audio Transmission Standard network cable, digital audio transmission, zero

interference, convenient construction, reduce engineering
costs
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①③RJ45 Network Port
②Microphone Cascaded Port
④RS485 Communication Port
⑤Recording Port
⑥Audio Output Interface
⑦Speaker Port
⑧Remote Input Interface
⑨Cousecase Input
⑩Wireless Microphone
⑪Instrument Input
⑫Power Input

Transmission Cable 8-Pin Standard Network Cable
Power Voltage DC stabilized power supply DC 12V (voltage fluctuation range

9V ~ 18V)
Power Current 150mA

Working Temperature -40℃～70℃
Color White

Housing Materials Metal
Dimension Φ120mm×30mm
Weight 160g

Interface
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